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Digital Command Control
D C C



Digital Command Control

Independent control of locomotives on the same track 

Packets (e.g. commands) are used to communicate 
locomotive speed and sound and/or lighting effects 

Packets on the track are standardized by the NMRA 

http://www.nmra.org/index-nmra-
standards-and-recommended-practices

http://www.nmra.org/index-nmra-standards-and-recommended-practices
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DCC Components



DCC Components
Command Station is the “brain” of the whole system 
makes all of the DCC packets 

Booster converts DCC signal to track voltage, often 
one booster is included in the Command Station 

Throttle hand held controller which talks to Command 
Station 

Decoder listens to DCC packets to control motors, 
lights, and sounds— or turnouts & signals 

Power Supply provides power to the Command 
Station and Booster(s).
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Optional DCC Components
Programming Track allows safe testing of decoder 
installs and programming 

Wireless Base Station adds the capability to use 
throttles without cords. 

Circuit Breaker allows the ability to break a large 
block into smaller chunks— good for large layouts 

Auto-Reverser is a type of Circuit Breaker 

Computer Interface adds the ability to connect a PC 
to your layout.



Driving a Locomotive



Driving a Locomotive

Every Locomotive has a DCC Decoder 

Locomotive Decoders Have “Addresses” 

Originally addresses were “short” and were limited to 
numbers between 1 and 255 

“Long” Addresses permit using locomotive number 
as the address— much easier to remember



Driving a Locomotive

How you “hostle-up” and engine isn’t standardized 

Each DCC Vendor has their own methods 

NCE Menu System 

Digitrax Key Sequences 

Usability is MUCH better than it once was



DEMO



Decoder Programming

Factory-fresh DCC Decoders usually default to “short” 
address 3; Factory equipped engines sometimes are 
programmed to the “long” address of the loco number. 

Use your DCC System to change the address of an 
engine on the Programming Track 

Programming Track is a special track which allows 
the DCC System to read & write values to/from the 
decoder



Decoder Programming
When in doubt, use your DCC system to set addresses 

More complicated settings are stored in “Configuration 
Variables” (a.k.a. CVs) 

Programming DCC Decoder CVs can get complicated 

Programming on the MAIN can be useful and practical  

EXCLUDING address programming! 

Many hours of clinics, Internet flaming, and a primary 
reason DCC books, web sites, user groups exist, etc.



DCC Decoders



DCC Decoders

NCE D408SR

RED Right (Engineer’s Side) Rail Pick-Up

BLACK Left Rail Pick-Up

ORANGE Motor +

GREY Motor -



DCC Decoders

NCE D408SR

BLUE Function Common
WHITE Function Output 1
GREEN Function Output 2
VIOLET Function Output 3

... ...



Decoder Function Wiring

Common

Function n

Function m

* Resistors are usually required for LEDs and low-voltage lamps

*

*



Installing Decoders



Installing Decoders

Givens & Druthers 

Locomotives are are heavy 

When you turn them upside-down, you can easily 
damage detail parts 

Highly Recommend that you prepare a 
"Surgical Table" in advance. 



“Surgical Table”



Installing Decoders
Plan Your Decoder Installation 

If you think you installing the decoder will be easy 
because O scale locomotives are larger, you are 
probably naive. 

The available space for decoder installation is 
MUCH MORE LIMITED than you might think. 

The lattice of wires for lighting, occupies space and 
often interferes with motors, flywheels, etc. -- you 
must be careful about it.



Less Space = More Difficulty



Installing Decoders
Choose the Right Decoder 

Motors tend to draw lots of current and you must 
choose a decoder which fulfills max current rating 
(a.k.a stall current). 

Most DCC Decoders are built for the HO Scale 
market, and cannot deliver peak power.



Installing Decoders

Upgrade Drive Mechanism (Optional) 

If your locomotive has an open frame motor, consider 
upgrading your drive train. 

All example installations we show are equipped with 
Sofue-drive and their max run current is around 1 amp 
or less. 

See Nov. 1985 issue for the details of the Sofue-drive.



Kempe Sofue Coasting Drive



Installing Decoders

Improve Electrical Pickup (Optional) 

For better performance, you are advised to put 
electric pickups for both side of the wheels 

Adding pickups on the leading truck of steam 
locomotives is not always an easy task





DCC Wiring Strategies

Image from 
xkcd.com



Layout wiring:  Single Block

Advantages 

Simplest Configuration 

Ideal for Single Operator, Shelf Layouts 

Disadvantages 

One short circuit (e.g. derailment) takes down entire 
layout



Layout wiring:  Multiple Blocks
Advantages 

If one operator shorts in a block, other blocks 
continue to work just fine 

Can Leverage Infrastructure for Detection/Signals 

Disadvantages 

Lots of infrastructure 

Wiring can get complicated



Much, Much, More

Way beyond the scope of this introduction 

Recommended Reading 

Understanding Power Districts  
by Mike Polsgrove August 2010 Model Railroader 

http://www.wiringfordcc.com/

http://www.wiringfordcc.com


DCC Meets PC



JMRI 
Java Model Railroad Interface



JMRI

Decoder Pro is a program for programming DCC CVs 

Panel Pro for controlling turnouts & signals 

and lots of other geeky stuff, you may or may not want 
to use…



DCC Online Resources

http://siliconvalleylines.com/DCC/

http://siliconvalleylines.com/Downloads/OSW2015DccIntro.pdf

http://www.nmra.org/standards/DCC/standards_rps/DCCStds.html

http://www.wiringfordcc.com/

http://markschutzer.com/

http://siliconvalleylines.com/dcc/
http://www.nmra.org/standards/DCC/standards_rps/DCCStds.html
http://www.wiringfordcc.com
http://markschutzer.com
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BACKUP SLIDES



How does DCC work?

Maximum produced voltage 22V  (eg. booster) 

Minimum produced voltage 7V 

Components must accept     24V < N,    27V > N

© 2001,2004 by the National Model Railroad Association, Inc.

S-9.1 Electrical Standards for DCC Page 1 of 3 Printed: July 2004
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Communication from a Digital Command Station to a Digital Decoder is accomplished by transmitting a

series of bits that convey instructions.  A bit is a signal which represents one of two conditions, which we

will call "1" and "0".  This portion of the standard covers the electrical characteristics of the digital

command control signal that encodes these bits.10

A: Technique For Encoding Bits
The NMRA baseline digital command control signal consists of a stream of transitions between two equal

voltage levels that have opposite polarity1.  Alternate transitions separate one bit from the next.  The

remaining transitions divide each bit into a first part and a last part.  Digital Command Stations shall

encode bits within this digital command control stream of transitions by varying the duration of the parts of15

the bits, or frequency of the transitions.

In a "1" bit, the first and last part of a bit shall have the same duration, and that duration shall nominally be

58 microseconds2, giving the bit a total duration of 116 microseconds.  Digital Command Station

components shall transmit "1" bits with the first and last parts each having a duration of between 55 and 6120

microseconds.  A Digital Decoder must accept bits whose first and last parts have a duration of between 52

and 64 microseconds, as a valid bit with the value of "1".

In a "0" bit, the duration of the first and last  parts of each transition shall nominally be greater than or

equal to 100 microseconds.  To keep the DC component of the total signal at zero as with the "1" bits, the25

first and last part of the "0" bit are normally equal to one another.  Digital Command Station components

shall transmit "0" bits with each part of the bit having a duration of between 95 and 9900 microseconds

with the total bit duration of the "0" bit not exceeding 12000 microseconds.  A Digital Decoder must accept

bits whose first or last parts have a duration of between 90 and 10000 microseconds as a valid bit with the

value of "0".  Figure 1 provides an example of bits encoded using this technique.30

Figure 1: Bit Encoding

Digital Decoders must accept one bits whose positive and negative components differ by as much as 6

microseconds.35

                                                            
1 Note that since a locomotive or piece of rolling stock can be placed upon a given section of track facing in
either direction, it is impossible to define, from the point of view of a Digital Decoder, whether the first or
last part of a bit will have the "positive" voltage polarity.

2 All timing measurements are done between zero volt crossings.

This Standard received approval from the NMRA
membership and Board of Trustees in January
1994, July 2002 and July 2004.

NMRA STANDARD

Electrical Standards

For Digital Command Control,

All Scales

Adopted July 2004 S 9.1

*1

*1:Standard S-9.1 DCC Electrical Standard July 2004, Page 1.  http://www.nmra.org/standards/DCC/standards_rps/DCCStds.html

A Picture ...

http://www.nmra.org/standards/DCC/standards_rps/DCCStds.html

